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this book is about a new and a futuristic approach to saving the life of ocean and its life
forms. the tide: how the ocean's power shapes our lives is a marine book which is an
excellent read especially for children as it talks about the science behind the ocean, its
ocean life and its effect on human life. this book also contains the most important and
important terms related to ocean which is vital in marine sciences, so it is a good idea to
get this book. it is a world-class book on marine biology and oceanography written by a
marine biologist dr. coral mcmillan. she is an assistant professor of biology and
environmental science at florida state university, and is one of the most popular authors in
marine biology books. this amazing book provides a practical guide to understanding the
earth: its geography, climate, oceans, biological system, and ecosystems. it is written by
william c. gibbins and is the first book ever published on what the earth looks like from
space. it will make you understand the true beauty and endless mystery of the ocean with
beautiful pictures. ocean predators: large predators of the sea is a well written book on
marine biology. the book is written by megan wilson and tells us about the marine
creatures which gobble the others. you will be astonished to know that there are big
predators like sharks, turtles, seahorses, and rays that eat small fish and crustaceans.
sharks are the true ocean monsters with huge bodies.this book gives a captivating
presentation of sea creatures and it is very easy to understand. get ready to learn
something new every time you read this book.
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